Size- and Shape-Dependent Fluorescence Quenching of Gold Nanoparticles on Perylene Dye
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Organo-soluble decane thiol monolayer-protected gold nanoparticles of different shapes and sizes are homogenously mixed with strong fluorescent perylene diimide (PDI) dye molecules in both solution and solid states. The effect of the doped gold nanoparticles on PDI is investigated by UV–vis, fluorescence, transmission electron microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and Raman experiments. The gold nanoparticles are found to modify the strong fluorescence properties of PDI depending on particle size and shape. The smallest spherical gold nanoparticles (2.6 nm) exhibit the strongest quenching effect. When the smallest spherical gold nanoparticles are cast on the PDI soaked paper followed by drying and/or sealing in a polydimethylsiloxane film, the area with gold nanoparticles shows significant quenching effects under a UV light but appears visually identical to the surrounding area under daylight. This demonstrates the potential to introduce gold nanoparticles into practical applications such as antifraud technologies.

1. Introduction

In the past decade, gold nanoparticles (GNPs) have been intensively studied for their applications in optical devices, biomedical treatments, and sensors,[1,2] owing to their unique properties such as surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS),[3] surface plasmon resonance (SPR),[4] and fluorescence enhancing and quenching effects.[5,6] By tuning their shape-, size-, and surface-dependent properties, the functionalities of GNPs could be greatly broadened.[6,7] Recently, the interplay between GNPs and fluorescent dye molecules is receiving increased attention for the fascinating optical and electronic interactions presented. A number of dye-nanoparticle binary systems have been prepared and investigated.[6,8–10] However, most of them require complicated organic synthesis and the resulting nanoparticles were limited in use since they cannot form homogenous nano composites with their host media. If GNPs can homogeneously mix with dye molecules, this would provide a much easier way to prepare the dye-nanoparticle hybrid system which is in high demand for industrial and technological life use.[7]

For this goal, GNPs are required to be stable and compatible with host functional materials to form homogeneously mixed nano composites. It is established that dispersing GNPs in organic solvents is more appealing compared to dispersing them in water because their low interfacial energies allow for a high degree of control during solution and surface processing. To enhance their stability and compatibility with organic functional media, organo-soluble thiol monolayer-protected GNPs are desirable.[7b,11] Here, decane thiol (n-C_{10}H_{21}SH) monolayer-protected gold nanoparticles with varied sizes and shapes were found to be able to homogeneously mix with the strongly fluorescent perylene diimide dye (PDI)[12] in both organic solution and solid state (Scheme 1). The particle-dependent properties were investigated by the combination of UV-vis, fluorescence spectra, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and Raman experiments. The gold nanoparticles were found to quench the strong fluorescence of PDI depending on their size and shape.

2. Results and Discussion

Four types of decane thiol monolayer-protected GNPs including three spherical GNPs with different sizes (small, medium and large) and one anisotropic gold nanorod (GNR) as shown in Scheme 1 were synthesized. These four GNPs in CH_{2}Cl_{2} exhibited distinctive SPR absorptions in UV-vis spectra with different solution colors (Figure 1). The solution of small GNP1 showed an SPR peak at 520 nm, the medium GNP2 showed a peak at 549 nm, and the large GNP3 showed a peak at 615 nm. The red shift of spherical GNP’s SPR accompanying to their size increase was in consistent with previous report.[13] The anisotropic GNR showed the typical absorptions of a transverse SPR peak at 520 nm and a longitudinal peak at 784 nm.[4]

On mixing with the synthesized PDI dye[12b] (Scheme 1) in organic solution (CH_{2}Cl_{2}), GNP concentration-dependent UV-vis and fluorescence spectra were depicted in Figure S1. Owing to the organo-soluble and stable n-decane monolayer
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coated over these GNPs, they were able to disperse well with PDI in CH₂Cl₂. With the addition of GNP, both the UV-vis absorption and fluorescence emission of typical PDI molecule decreased. For the absorption signals of PDI molecules in the UV-vis spectra, they were identical to other PDI molecules showing typical peaks at 526, 490, 459, and 433 nm, corresponding to \( \nu = 0 \rightarrow \nu' = 0, 1, 2 \) and 3 transitions. Based on the UV-vis spectra, the ratio of 526 nm to 490 nm peak was calculated (Table S1). Initially, without adding GNPs, the ratio was 1.30. With the addition of GNPs, all the values increased obviously. The increase of the ratio indicated that the aggregations of the PDI molecules in solution were disassembled when GNPs were added. When further increasing the concentration of the nanoparticles, the ratio change was different between spherical GNPs and GNR. For spherical GNPs, when increasing GNP concentration, there was almost no change. For GNR, when increasing its amount, the ratio steadily increased. The adsorption of PDI molecules on the GNP surface could be invoked to explain the decrease of the UV absorption and the peak shape changes. PDI molecules are electron deficient while on the GNP surface the electrons are relatively sufficient. Thus, PDI molecules could be adsorbed on GNPs because of the electronic interactions between PDI molecules and GNP or GNRs. Due to the adsorption, the concentration of PDI molecules in the solutions decreased. Therefore, the solution absorption decreased as PDI molecules were adsorbed onto the GNPs as fewer of them were left in the solution. Meanwhile, due to the concentration reduction, the PDI molecules released from the aggregates into the solution exhibited the spectral signatures of free-state molecules. During the addition of the GNPs, the intensity increase of their typical SPR peaks was also observed in UV spectra, as shown in Figure S2.

For the fluorescence, the signals of all four samples decreased upon the addition of the GNPs. When compared to the UV spectra, the decrease of the intensity of the fluorescence spectra was generally more pronounced. Apart from the adsorption effect discussed above, it has been reported that their fluorescence could be quenched when fluorophores were close enough to GNPs. For the PDI molecules, when they were positioned close to the surface of GNPs, including spherical and rod shapes, the fluorescence was significantly quenched. For the four groups of UV curves, if only there was absorption effect, they would have generated fluorescence curves in a similar decrease way as their corresponding UV curves. However, the decreases of all four groups’ fluorescence intensities were much larger and quite different which depended on the type of the added GNPs. Therefore, the significant fluorescence intensity reductions resulted from the quenching effect of the GNPs. Particularly for GNP₁ the intensity was decreased significantly. In the experiment presented here, all shapes and sizes of GNPs studied exhibited quenching of the PDI molecules near their surface in the solution. For the 576 nm peaks, their intensities were compared to the initial PDI solution before adding gold nanoparticles and the ratios were calculated in Table S1 and plotted in Figure 2. The fluorescence quenching effect was obviously observed from the color change of the solutions as shown in Figure 2 top. From this graph, different quenching effects related to the GNP size and shape could be discovered. The quenching effect decreased with increasing size of spherical GNPs. The anisotropic GNR, however, had the smallest change even though its size was smaller than the largest spherical GNP₁ and similar to the medium GNP₂. In addition, it is interesting that there were different plasmonic effects of GNPs on PDI fluorescence peaks as shown in Figure S1. The ratios of the peaks at 576 nm to 626 nm were calculated as listed in Table S2 to explore these effects. During the addition of GNPs, the spherical ones led to ratio increasing while anisotropic GNRs led to ratio decreasing. The varied SPR of GNPs may account for such phenomena: as the SPR moved across these peaks, while both peaks would be affected by the proximity of the
metal surface resulting in intensity reduction, the peaks closer to the SPR would be suppressed more.

Their corresponding TEM images dried from these solution samples are presented in Figure 3. Spherical GNPs had varied size from small, medium to large: 2.3 nm (GNP1), 34.2 nm (GNP2) and 102.6 nm (GNP3). The anisotropic GNR had a size of 43.7 nm × 14.1 nm. For each type of GNP, we measured 200 nanoparticles and calculated the average values. For GNP1 and GNP2, one value of diameter for each particle was measured. For GNP3, we took two diameter values for each particle (they were perpendicular to each other) and used their average as the size for this particle. After 200 particles were measured, an average value for GNP3 was obtained. For GNR, one length value in longitudinal direction and one width value in transverse direction for each particle were taken. The corresponding root-mean-square error (RMSE) values are 0.6 for GNP1, 4.1 for GNP2, 10.2 for GNP3, and 7.2 for GNR width. The schematic description of the surface structures of the nanoparticles was also displayed in Figure 3. For GNPs, the most efficient quenching distance was discovered to be about 2 nm. Since the n-decane thiol monolayer occupied 1.3 nm thickness, the most efficient quenching region was left open to the PDI molecules. Based on the diameters of the spherical GNPs and the width and length of the GNR, the volume of the four nanoparticles could be calculated as follows:

\[
\text{Volume} = \frac{4}{3}\pi r^3 - \frac{4}{3}\pi r_1^3 + \pi l (r^2 - r_1^2)
\]

where \(r\) is the radius of the nanoparticle core, \(r_1\) is the radius of the nanoparticle with a decane thiol layer, and \(l\) is the length of the GNR. The volume of each single gold nanoparticle for GNP, the volume = \(4\pi (d_{core}/2)^3/3\); for GNR, the volume = \(4\pi (d_{core}/2)^3/3 + \pi (d_{core}/2)^2 l\). The number of each kind of nanoparticles could be estimated using the weight added into the solution and the surface area of each particle, the surface quenching thickness. The

Table 1. The analysis of quenching effect of gold nanoparticles mixing with PDI in solutions. Concentration for all gold nanoparticles: 0.02 mg/mL, 1 ml solution was taken for calculation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>(d_{core}) [nm]</th>
<th>(d_{inert\ layer}) [nm]</th>
<th>(d_{effective\ layer}) [nm]</th>
<th>Particle Volume (V_p) [nm(^3)]</th>
<th>Particle Numbers (n)</th>
<th>Particle Quenching Volume (V_q) [nm(^3)]</th>
<th>Total Effective Quenching Volume [nm(^3)]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GNP1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>1.1 \times 10^{14}</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>8.7 \times 10^{11}(191.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNP2</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>20944.9</td>
<td>4.9 \times 10^{10}</td>
<td>3092.9</td>
<td>1.5 \times 10^{11} (3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNP3</td>
<td>102.6</td>
<td>105.2</td>
<td>106.6</td>
<td>565511.9</td>
<td>1.8 \times 10^{10}</td>
<td>24663.1</td>
<td>4.5 \times 10^{11} (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNR</td>
<td>14.1 \times 43.7</td>
<td>16.7 \times 46.3</td>
<td>18.1 \times 47.7</td>
<td>8291.3</td>
<td>1.2 \times 10^{11}</td>
<td>1798.8</td>
<td>2.2 \times 10^{11} (5.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^3\)\(d_{core}\) is the diameter of gold nanoparticle cores; \(d_{inert\ layer}\) is the diameter of gold nanoparticles with a decane thiol layer; \(d_{effective\ layer}\) is the diameter of the gold nanoparticles with an effective quenching layer; \(V_p\) is the volume of each single gold nanoparticle for GNP, the volume = \(4\pi (d_{core}/2)^3/3\); for GNR, the volume = \(4\pi (d_{core}/2)^3/3 + \pi (d_{core}/2)^2 l\).

**Figure 2.** Top: solutions emitting fluorescence under a UV lamp (365 nm) after adding nanoparticles to the PDI solution. From left to right: PDI+GNP1, PDI+GNP2, PDI+GNP3, PDI+GNR and initial PDI. Bottom: the ratio of 576 nm peak of each sample to the initial PDI peak in the fluorescence spectra from Table S1.

**Figure 3.** Top: TEM images of the dried solution samples of PDI mixing with gold nanoparticles (A: GNP1, B: GNP2, C: GNP3, D: GNR). The scale bar for B, C, and D are all 100 nm. Bottom: The surface structures of decane thiol monolayer coated gold nanoparticles.
smallest GNP1 material had the largest total quenching volume. This corresponds well with the decrease of the quenching effect when the particle size increased. In fact, this effect could be even stronger for the small nanoparticles than one which this calculation suggested because the effective quenching distance from the nanoparticle surface increases with the decrease of particle size.\[5\] Interestingly, the GNR sharing a similar size with GNP2, exhibited a weaker quenching effect than either the middle or the largest GNP3. From TEM images, the reason could be the strong aggregation of the GNR due to its particular shape: the sides provided the nanorods more surface area for attractive forces to form self-assemblies.\[4,6\] As seen from the UV-vis spectra, the longitudinal peak of GNRs have blue shifts upon increasing their concentration in PDI (Figure S2d). With the addition of 0.04 mL, 0.08 mL, 0.12 mL, 0.16 mL and 0.20 mL, the corresponding peak positions were 820 nm, 817 nm, 811 nm, 809 nm, and 800 nm, respectively. This indicated the existence of side-by-side GNR self-assemblies.\[16\] Also in TEM, GNP1 were well dispersed in PDI, while GNR exhibited very strong aggregation. More TEM images of side-by-side assembled GNR in PDI were presented in Figure S3. The strong aggregation behavior of GNRs was also confirmed by SEM as displayed in Figure 4. For dried solution samples, the GNP1 was well dispersed without any assembly, but for GNR very clear aggregation occurred. Due to this aggregation behavior, the effective surface volume for quenching was significantly decreased and GNR could exhibit a relatively suppressed quenching effect or lower effective quenching volume compared to the largest GNP3.

In the solution, GNPs exhibited strong quenching effect on PDI fluorescence, and this effect was further studied for the solid samples. The GNP doped PDI sample solutions (concentration of GNP and PDI: 0.02 mg/mL and 0.8 mg/mL) were spin coated on quartz plates. Their fluorescence spectra are displayed in Figure 5. Compared to the initial PDI without GNP doping, the fluorescence intensity ratio at 650 nm were: GNR 0.79, GNP3 0.38, GNP2 0.16 and GNP1 0.07. The results showed the same trend of intensity changes as the solution fluorescence spectra: quenching effect decreased in the sequence of GNP1, GNP2, GNP3 and GNR. This result was consistent with the varied quenching volumes of the GNPs, where the smallest GNP1 had the strongest quenching effect due to its largest quenching volume. For the GNR, with strong self-assemblies (Figure 3, Figure S3, and Figure 4) after dried, this reduced its quenching volume significantly. For further investigation, the samples were cast onto a soft substrate filter paper, as shown in Figure 6. (A) The dried samples under a daylight (top) and under a UV lamp (bottom). (B) The schematic depiction of the molecular state of PDI molecules mixing with GNP1, GNP2, GNP3 and GNR in the solution and solid states. (C) Picture of a PDMS film containing a square piece of filter paper covered by PDI molecules and treated with one drop of low concentration GNP1. Left: under a daylight lamp; right: under a UV lamp.
PDI sample without GNPs, a red color. Under a UV lamp, plain PDI displayed dark red fluorescence, the GNP₁ fluorescence was totally quenched, and the GNP₂ was partially quenched. For GNP₁ and GNR, however, they were almost identical to the plain PDI sample.

The above results were schematically presented in Figure 6B. In non-aggregated state in solution, PDI molecules exhibited light yellow fluorescence. During drying from the solution, the PDI molecules tended to aggregate and displayed dark-red color due to aggregation based on strong intermolecular π-π interactions. When PDI molecules were close to GNP, their fluorescence was quenched. The quenching effect depended on gold nanoparticle sizes and shapes. In the experiment, the smallest GNP₁ displayed the strongest quenching effect. This effect decreased in the sequence of GNP₁, GNP₂, GNP₃ and GNR. For the solutions, because there were free PDI molecules far away from the GNPs, significant fluorescence was maintained. Since the quenching effect of GNP₁ was stronger than GNP₂, GNP₃ and GNR in solid state, when the solution dried, the GNP₁ almost completely quenched PDI molecules that no fluorescence was observed. For GNR, although its size was much smaller than GNP₁ and was similar to the medium GNP₂, both of the solution and solid samples displayed stronger fluorescence than other nanoparticles, possibly due to the strong self-aggregation.

Although GNP₁ showed remarkable quenching effect on PDI, the relatively large number of GNP₂ particles gave a darker appearance compared with plain PDI. This reduces the attractiveness of GNP₁ as an anticounterfeiting measure. If the amount of GNP₁ significantly decreased so that the appearance under daylight was the same as plain PDI, but it still effectively quenches the PDI under a UV lamp, which would be much more appealing and technologically relevant. To confirm this, a solution of GNP₁ with very low concentration has been used to mix with PDI in solid film (supporting information). Interestingly, the area with GNP₁ could not be observed with naked eyes under the daylight but it exhibited an obvious black spot under a UV lamp due to the strong fluorescence quenching effect. PDMS was further used to seal the sample and the same quenching effect was observed. The picture of the sample is shown in Figure 6C. Apart from filter paper, other soft media such as fabrics could be used as the substrate. This provided insight into practical applications of gold nanoparticles. For example, this could potentially be used in the antifraud and display techniques.

Since GNPs have SERS effect, Raman spectra were studied for the solid samples dried from the mixture solutions. The Raman spectra of the PDI, and PDI mixing with GNP₁, GNP₂, GNP₃ and GNR are shown in Figure S4. There are typical PDI peaks positioned at 1071.0, 1305.0, 1380.4, 1456.4 and 1588.2 cm⁻¹. The SERS enhancement effect of spherical GNPs was weak and only a small enhancement was observed. Among them, the smaller GNP₂ and GNP₃ had a stronger effect than GNP₁. This could be the existence of larger amount of GNP₁ and GNP₂ nanoparticles compared with GNP₃ nanoparticles in the mixture. However, for GNR the enhancement was significantly stronger and the curve showed a smoother shape with much less noise than the others. This is consistent with other report. This would be ascribed to the strong self-assembly of GNRs which provided hotspots for PDI molecules. In addition, the excitation wavelength of the Raman spectroscopy was 785 nm was very close to the longitudinal SPR of GNRs, which might also contribute to this strong enhancement.

3. Conclusion

The organo-soluble thiol monolayer-protected GNPs with different sizes (small, medium and large) and shapes (sphere and rod) mixed with fluorescent PDI dye molecules in both solution and solid states have been investigated. The samples were studied with UV-vis absorption, fluorescence, TEM, SEM and Raman spectroscopy. The fluorescence of PDI molecules mixed with GNPs in both solution and solid was shown to be quenched. The distinctive quenching effects depended on both sizes and shapes of the GNPs. The smallest spherical GNP₁ had the strongest quenching effect, resulting from the largest effective quenching volume. The theoretical calculations were consistent with experimental results. Moreover, the larger GNRs tended to aggregate which reduced quenching volume. With the strongest quenching effect, the smallest GNP₁ nanoparticles were deposited on a PDI solid film. Under daylight, the film showed uniform red color whereas the area with the small GNPs displayed a remarkable black spot under a UV lamp (365 nm). The sample was sealed in a PDMS film which displayed excellent stability and flexibility. This was also environmental friendly and nontoxic since the gold nanoparticles were sealed, prohibiting them from leaving the surface. The combination of fluorescent dyes and GNPs could be used in macroscopic applications such as antifraud technology by inkjet printing. This research may open up a new avenue introducing nanomaterials into practical applications.

4. Experimental Section

Materials and Measurements: All chemicals and solvents were purchased from commercial supplies and used without further purification. HAuCl₄ is a 30 wt% in diluted HCl solution. UV-visible spectra were collected on a PerkinElmer Lambda 25 UV-vis spectrometer at the resolution of 1 nm. Fluorescence spectra were recorded on a FluoroMax-3 spectrophuorometer of Horiba scientific at the resolution of 1 nm. For transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observation, solution samples were first dispersed on TEM Cu grids pre-coated with thin carbon film (Cu-400 CN) purchased from Pacific Grid Tech. After completely dried, they were studied using a FEI Tecnai TF20 FEG TEM. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images were obtained by using a Hitachi SU8000 Field Emission SEM. For imaging the gold nanorods, the conditions were: 10 kV accelerating voltage, 2.9 mm working distance, and 10 μA emission current. For imaging the gold nanoparticles, the conditions were: 30 kV accelerating voltage, 7.2 mm working distance, and 7 μA emission current. The Raman spectra are obtained with a RENISHAW inVia Raman microscope instrument using a diode laser with an excitation wavelength of 785 nm. Samples for Raman spectra were casted on silicon wafers and left to dry before measurements. Each spectrum is obtained in 10 s collection time with five accumulations.

Synthesis of Perylene Diimide (PDI): The PDI molecule (N,N′-di((S)-2-docycloxy-1-methyl-2-oxoethyl)-3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxydiimide) was synthesized according to the literature.

Synthesis of Decanethiol Monolayer Protected Small Spherical Gold Nanoparticles (2.3 nm) (GNP₁): The route is based on a literature
procedure\textsuperscript{[11]} with some modifications. An aqueous solution of hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (3 mL, 30 mmol/L) was mixed with a solution of tetraoctylammonium bromide in toluene (8 mL, 50 mmol/L). The two-phase mixture was vigorously stirred until all the tetrachloroaurate was transferred into the organic layer. The water layer was removed and 30 mg decanethiol was then added to the organic phase. A freshly prepared aqueous solution of sodium borohydride (2.5 mL, 0.4 mol/L) was slowly added with vigorous stirring. After further stirring for 3 h the organic phase was separated, evaporated to 1 mL in a rotary evaporator and mixed with ethanol (40 mL). The mixture was kept for 4 h at -18 °C. The crude product was filtered off and washed with ethanol. The solid was dissolved in CH$_2$Cl$_2$ and centrifuged at 14000 rpm for 12 min. After centrifugation, the top layer was removed and the solid was sonicated after adding CH$_2$Cl$_2$. This wash step was carried several times.

Synthesis of Decanethiol Monolayer Protected Medium Spherical Gold Nanoparticles (34.2 nm) (GNP$_2$): Firstly, the water-soluble GNPs protected by surfactant were prepared based on the method\textsuperscript{[19]} with some modification. 100 mL of 2.5 × 10$^{-4}$ M HAuCl$_4$ aqueous solution was heated to 120 °C in an oil bath under vigorous stirring for 30 min. Then, 11 mL of 1% (w/v) sodium citrate aqueous solution was added into the above solution with continued boiling. After 20 min, the solution was cooled to 25 °C and centrifuged. After removing the top layer solution, the GNP$_1$ in the bottom was dissolved in the mixture of H$_2$O (15 mL) and THF (15 mL) accompanied by sonication. 30 mg decanethiol was then added to this solution and it was stirred overnight. After centrifugation, the top layer was removed and the solid was sonicated after adding CH$_2$Cl$_2$. This wash step was carried several times.

Synthesis of Decanethiol Monolayer Protected Large Spherical Gold Nanoparticles (102.6 nm) (GNP$_3$): Firstly, the water-soluble GNPs protected by surfactant were prepared based on the method\textsuperscript{[19]} with some modification. Into a flask was added a 9 mL of the growth solution containing a mixture of 2.5 × 10$^{-4}$ M HAuCl$_4$ and 0.01 M CTAB. Warming was necessary to dissolve the CTAB. 50 μL of 0.1 M freshly prepared ascorbic acid was added into the flask followed by gentle stirring for 2 min. Finally 0.5 mL of the above Au seed (34.2 nm) aqueous solution was added into the flask, and the mixture was kept at 30 °C in a water bath for at least 6 h. After centrifuge and removing the top layer solution, the GNP$_3$ in the bottom was dissolved in the mixture of H$_2$O (15 mL) and THF (15 mL) accompanied by sonication. 30 mg decanethiol was then added to this solution and it was stirred overnight. After centrifugation, the top layer was removed and the solid was sonicated after adding CH$_2$Cl$_2$. This wash step was carried several times.

Synthesis of Decanethiol Monolayer Protected Gold Nanorods (GNRs): Firstly, the CTAB-coated GNRs were freshly prepared by the seed-mediated growth method.\textsuperscript{[34]} For seed preparation, specifically, 0.5 mL of an aqueous 0.01 M solution of HAuCl$_4$ was added to CTAB solution (15 mL, 0.1 M) in a vial. A bright brown-yellow color appeared. Then, 1.20 mL of 0.01 M ice-cold aqueous NaBH$_4$ solution was added all at once, followed by rapid inversion mixing for 2 min. The solution developed a pale brown-yellow color. Then, the vial was kept in a water bath maintained at 25 °C for future use. For nanorods growth, 9.5 mL of 0.1 M CTAB solution in water was added to a tube, 0.40 mL of 0.01 M HAuCl$_4$ and 0.06 mL of 0.01 M AgNO$_3$ aqueous solutions were added in this order and mixed by inversion. Then, 0.06 mL of 0.1 M of ascorbic acid solution was added and the resulting mixture at this stage becomes colorless. The seed solution (0.02 mL) was added to the above mixture tube, and the tube was slowly mixed for 10 s and left to sit still in the water bath at 25–30 °C for 3 h. The final solution turned purple within minutes after the tube was left undisturbed. The solution of CTAB-GNRs was centrifuged at 7500 rpm per 20 min several times to remove the excessive CTAB and other solution components and redissolved in 1.5 mL of water. Then, this aqueous solution of GNRs was added dropwise to a solution of the decanethiol (30 mg) in THF (40 mL) with stirring. The color of the reaction mixture is purple. The reaction mixture was continued to stir at room temperature for 3 days and then centrifuged. To improve the GNRs with thiol molecules over the surface, the precipitates were dispersed in CH$_2$Cl$_2$ and sonicated, 10 mg decanethiol were added into the solutions. The solution was stirred for another 24 h and centrifuged. This procedure was repeated another three times. The as-prepared GNRs were centrifuged and washed with CH$_2$Cl$_2$ several times until there was no IR signal in the top layer solution, which means there were no free thiols in the system.

Preparing Solutions of PDI Mixed with GNP/GNR: 1 mg/mL PDI CH$_2$Cl$_2$ solution was first prepared. For gold nanoparticle solutions, each solution was made in CH$_2$Cl$_2$ contains 0.1 mg/mL. For the mixtures, 0.2 mL gold nanoparticle was slowly added into 0.8 mL PDI solution and swirled vigorously. There solutions were sealed for test. Before each experiment, each was sonicated for 2 min before use. For UV experiment, since the absorption of these solutions was very strong, 1 mm light path UV cell was used.

Preparing a PDMS Film to Seal the Solid PDI and GNP: Sample: After cast one drop of 2.6 nm GNP$_1$ (0.002 mg/mL) on a square piece of filter paper, it was dipped in PDI solution. Then it was lift and dried. The sample was transferred to a glass slide pretreated with a thin layer of liquid PDMS with 20% crosslinker. After another layer of liquid PDMS was cast on, it was aging at 60 °C for 2.5 h in a vacuum oven. Then the flexible film was removed from the glass slide. The thickness was about 1 mm.
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